The Environmental Test Lab is located on the East side of South Oliver between South 31st to the North and MacArthur Road to the South. (Across From the Spirit Aero Systems plant)

1. From South Oliver turn east into the Spirit Parking Lot “R”
2. Proceed to the South East Corner of the Parking Lot to the NIAR Gate.
3. Call your ETL Contact, to obtain Gate Access
4. Proceed around the lab to the South East Corner and park in a designated parking stall.
5. Enter the customer entrance and obtain a Visitors Badge.
6. A valid government issued photo ID will be required to obtain a Badge.

**Note:** Access to the lab requires a security screening prior to admittance. You will be required to provide the following information:
- Full Name (no initials), Date of Birth, Place of Birth, Citizenship Status, Affiliation (Screening is typically conducted prior to the day of admittance to avoid any delays in entry)

---

**Drive under the first walkway.**

**Take the first left into the “Spirit Lot R” parking lot.**

**When you reach the NIAR ETL gate please call main number: 316-978-8284**